Excavations at Jerbourg, Guernsey
Guernsey Museums Monograph 1
By Bob Burns
Published Nov 1988, Paperback, 62 pages
ISBN: 1871560004

In depth look at the excavations at Jerbourg Peninsula, the site of Guernsey's largest earthwork, which took place between 1978 and 1981. From Late Neolithic, Bronze Age, Medieval and Second World War.

Outline and Guide to the Geology of Guernsey
Guernsey Museums Monograph 3
By R.A Roach, C.G Topley, M. Brown, A.M. Bland & R.S. D'Lemos
Published Mar 1991, Paperback, 102 pages
ISBN: 1871560020

A comprehensive overview of theories relating to Guernsey geology and its regional setting via eleven easy to follow itineraries around the island's coastal geology. It also contains what is probably the most extensive and complete bibliography of Guernsey geology yet compiled.

The Archaeology of Castle Cornet
Guernsey Museums Monograph 7
By Kenneth James Barton, Edited by Nigel Jee
Published Dec 2003, Hardback, 302 pages
ISBN: 1871560047

This is a report of the excavations carried out at Castle Cornet 1981-1988. Establishing the sequences of the Castle's development from 1270 up until the Second World War.

Guernsey: An Island Community of the Atlantic Iron Age
Guernsey Museums Monograph 6
By Bob Burns, Barry Cunliffe & Heather Sebire
Published Dec 1996, Paperback, 129 pages
ISBN: 0947816445

Excavations from St Peter Port in 1980-83 provide the basis for discussion of Iron Age occupation of Guernsey, burials and the trade between France and Western Britain. Published with Oxford University School of Archaeology.
A Gallo-Roman Trading Vessel from Guernsey
The Excavation and Recovery of a Third Century Shipwreck
Guernsey Museums Monograph 5
By Margaret Rule & Jason Monaghan
Published Sept 1993, Paperback, 157 pages
ISBN: 1871560039

The Gallo-Roman shipwreck discovered in 1985 at the entrance to St Peter Port harbour provides unique evidence for the construction of Celtic tradition sea vessels. The archaeological excavation was undertaken by Dr Margaret Rule CBE, internationally known for her work on Henry VIII’s warship the Mary Rose.

Roman Guernsey
Guernsey Museums Monograph 9
By Heather Sebire, Philip de Jersey & Jason Monaghan
Published Sept 2018, Paperback, 138 pages
ISBN: 1789250684

Since the 1980s, excavations have demonstrated that there was significant Roman occupation in Guernsey which lasted for several centuries and that it was a significant port-of-call on the Atlantic trade route. Reports of 2 major excavations 1983-85 and the 1996-05, together with a gazetteer of all Roman finds from almost 100 sites in Guernsey and Herm.

Les Fouaillages and the Megalithic Monuments of Guernsey
By Ian Kinnes MA, PhD, FSA & J. A. Grant MA
Published Mar 1983, Paperback, 64 pages
ISBN: 0946346011

The discovery of a previously unrecorded prehistoric burial mound in Guernsey in 1976 was an event of international archaeological importance as the excavations at Les Fouaillages altered many traditional tenets of prehistory.